Dear Friends,

Inside you will find a carefully selected blend of our all-time best sellers mixed in with our new future favorites.

As always, we want to thank you, our loyal customers who have continued to support us throughout the years. It is because of your support that we can continue to do what we live: Design! Our philosophy is that every day should feel like you’re on vacation, even when you’re not, and you can count on Padma’s Plantation to bring a taste of the tropics to your home!

Padma’s Plantation is passionately committed to designing furniture that is not only inspired by nature’s beauty, but more importantly, respects it. We continually strive to create unique products using sustainable materials, such as rattan and bamboo, along with ecologically safe practices, with the hopes of keeping the world safe and as beautiful as the furniture we design.

Please sit back, relax and escape your busy lives and discover our newest designs. Let us help you create your oasis of peace and relaxation, where you can live.

*The life you imagine….*

Con Cariño,

Renee Maria

Padma’s Plantation is a nature-inspired company that focuses on crafting furniture of natural materials including renewable resources like bamboo, rattan, and abaca to create fine furniture and accessories that evoke the tropics and all it entails. Like the easy-going, laid back style enjoyed by those who live in warm climates, Padma’s Plantation designs are casual and comfortable.
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Rich warm tones of nature, combined with the softness of seagrass hues, give an air of distinction to our Pineapple Dining Table. The pineapple symbol for hospitality is applied dramatically as the base. Glass table top is included.

PINEAPPLE

- Dinner Table
  - 255-47OA
  - 47W x 47D x 30H

- Dinner Chair
  - 1413-PATOA
  - 25.75W x 24D x 38H
  - Seat Height 19.5
  - Arm Height 25.5

NILE VINE

- Mirror
  - NIL20
  - 34W x 2.5D x 36H

800.753.9190 www.PadmasPlantation.com
The driftwood used for our collection is collected from the riverbanks in the Philippine countryside after the rainy season and reclaimed to make this collection. Both Eco-friendly and durable, these pieces are hand crafted over a sturdy wood frame to create unique furniture and matching accessories. Glass tops, to show off the lovely texture, are included with all the tables.
The natural color variation of our abaca flat weave brings warmth to the simple and modern shapes of the Contemporary Collection. Its rich colored legs are made of plantation grown and government certified hardwoods. Perfect for hotels and larger homes, this oversized design is a retreat from the ordinary.